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Ž .In the book, General Lattice Theory Birkhauser, Basel, 1978 , the first author¨
Ž .raised the following problem Problem II.18 :
Let L be a nontri¤ial lattice and let G be a group. Does there exist a lattice K such
that K and L ha¤e isomorphic congruence lattices and the automorphism group of
K is isomorphic to G?
The finite case was solved, independently, in the affirmative, by V. A. Baranskiı˘
Ž1979, in ‘‘Abstracts of Lectures of the 15th All-Soviet Algebraic Conference,
. ŽKrasnojarsk, July 1979,’’ Vol. 1, p. 11 and A. Urquhart 1978, Algebra Uni¤ersalis
. Ž8, 45]58 . In 1995, the first author and E. T. Schmidt Beitrage Algebra Geom. 36,
.97]108 proved a much stronger result, the strong independence of the automor-
phism group and the congruence lattice in the finite case. In this paper, we provide
a full affirmative solution of the above problem. In fact, we prove much stronger
results, verifying strong independence for general lattices and also for lattices with
zero. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Original Problem
In this paper, we are concerned with the interdependence of the
congruence lattice and the automorphism group of a lattice. For the
universal algebraic background see Appendix 7 by G. Gratzer and W. A.¨
w xLampe in 10 .
w xIn 9 , the first author raised the following question:
Problem II.18. Let L be a nontrivial lattice, and let G be a group. Does
there exist a lattice K such that the congruence lattice of K is isomorphic
to the congruence lattice of L and the automorphism group of K is
isomorphic to G? If L and G are finite, can K be chosen to be finite?
We refer to a theorem stating an affirmative solution to this problem as
an independence theorem.
w xBy Schmidt 23 , the analogous problem for universal algebras has an
affirmative solution.
1.2. The Finite Case
In the finite case, congruence lattices and the automorphism groups
have been characterized. Congruence lattices of finite lattices were charac-
Ž . Žterized by R. P. Dilworth unpublished as finite distributive lattices see
w x.Gratzer and Schmidt 13 . Automorphism groups of finite lattices were¨
w xcharacterized as finite groups by Birkhoff 4 .
w x w xProblem II.18 of 9 was solved for finite lattices by Baranskiı 2, 3 and˘
w xUrquhart 24 :
Ž .THEOREM 1 The Independence Theorem . Let D be a nontri¤ial finite
distributi¤e lattice and let G be a finite group. Then there exists a finite lattice K
such that the congruence lattice of K is isomorphic to D and the automor-
phism group of K is isomorphic to G.
Žw x.Both proofs 3, 24 utilize the characterization theorems stated above.
1.3. Strong Independence for the Finite Case
w xIn Gratzer and Schmidt 14 , a new and strong form of independence¨
was introduced based on the following two definitions:
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K be a lattice. The lattice L is a congruence-pre-
ser¤ing extension of K, if L is an extension and every congruence of K has
exactly one extension to L.
w xGratzer and Schmidt argue in 14 that while the congruence lattice of K¨
is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of L, more is true: a congruence-
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preserving extension preser¤es the algebraic reasons why the congruence
lattice is what it is.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let L be a lattice. We say that L is an automorphism-
preser¤ing extension of K, provided that
Ž .i every automorphism of K extends to a unique automorphism
of L;
Ž .ii K is closed under all automorphisms of L.
Again, the same comment applies. The automorphism group of K is
isomorphic to the automorphism group of L; and more is true: an
automorphism-preserving extension preser¤es the algebraic reasons why the
automorphism group is what it is.
w xNow we are ready to state the main result of Gratzer and Schmidt 14 :¨
Ž .THEOREM 2 The Strong Independence Theorem for Finite Lattices .
Let L and L be finite lattices with more than one element satisfyingC A
L l L s B. Then there exists a finite lattice K such that the followingC A
conditions hold:
Ž .i K is a congruence-preser¤ing extension of L .C
Ž .ii K is an automorphism-preser¤ing extension of L .A
Ž . Ž .Of course, i implies that Aut K and Aut L are isomorphic and ii implies
that Con K and Con L are isomorphic.
Ž .1.4. Strong Independence Theorems for General Lattices
For general lattices we do not seem to have much choice. Since there is
no known characterization theorem for congruence lattices of lattices, we
can only attempt to prove strong independence.
w xIn Gratzer and Schmidt 14 , the following three problems were pro-¨
posed:
Problem 1. Let L and L be disjoint lattices with more than oneC A
element. Does there exist a lattice K that is a congruence-preserving
extension of L and an automorphism-preserving extension of L ?C A
Problem 2. Let L and L be lattices with zero and with more thanC A
 4one element satisfying L l L s 0 . Does there exist a lattice K that isC A
 4a congruence-preserving 0 -extension of L and an automorphism-pre-C
 4serving 0 -extension of L ?A
Problem 3. Is it true that every lattice with more than one element has
a proper congruence-preserving extension?
The last problem was proposed to illustrate the level of ignorance about
congruence-preserving extensions: How does one construct a congruence-
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preserving extension with a given automorphism group, if one does not
even know how to construct a proper congruence-preserving extension?
w x ² :In our paper 17 , we introduce the lattice of Boolean triples, M L , of3
a lattice L; this new construct is a proper congruence-preserving extension
² :of L. This solved Problem 3. The construction M L is related to the3
w x w x Ž .classical construction M L of Schmidt 22 for a distributive lattice L ,3
w xwhich, in turn, is related to tensor products, see Anderson and Kimura 1 ,
w x w x w xFraser 6 , Gratzer et al. 12 , and our paper 18 .¨
w xThe crucial step was taken in our paper 19 , in which we introduced
another lattice construction, the box product, that relates to the tensor
² : w xproduct just as the M L relates to M L . The box product of two3 3
Ž .lattices is always a lattice which is not true for tensor products . A lattice
w xtensor product is an ideal of the box product. The main result of 19
describes the congruence lattices of lattice tensor products.
w xIn this paper, using these tools, we completely solve Problem II.18 of 9 .
Here are the main results:
Ž .THEOREM 3 The Strong Independence Theorem for Lattices with Zero .
Let L and L be lattices with zero, let L ha¤e more than one element.A C C
 4Then there exists a lattice K that is a 0 -preser¤ing extension of both L andA
L , an automorphism-preser¤ing extension of L , and a congruence-preser¤-C A
ing extension of L . Moreo¤er, L is an ideal of K. If L and L areC C A C
countable, then K can be constructed as a countable lattice.
Ž .THEOREM 4 The Strong Independence Theorem for Lattices . Let LA
and L be lattices, let L ha¤e more than one element. Then there exists aC C
lattice K that is an automorphism-preser¤ing extension of L and a congru-A
ence-preser¤ing extension of L . If L and L are countable, then K can beC A C
constructed as a countable lattice.
Although Theorem 3 seems to be the stronger result, Theorem 4 is the
harder one to prove since box products of lattices with zero are easier to
handle.
1.5. The Three Step Approach
Ž w xAs in all three previous papers on such constructions Baranskiı 3 ,˘
w x w x.Urquhart 24 , and Gratzer and Schmidt 14 , the construction of the¨
Ž .lattice K of the strong independence theorem s is done in three steps.
Step 1 is the construction of a rigid congruence-preserving extension
L of L .C C
Step 2 is the construction of a simple automorphism-preserving exten-
sion L of L .A A
Step 3 joins L and L to obtain K.A C
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1.6. Outline
In Section 2, we introduce the basic product constructions, namely, the
w xbox product and the lattice tensor product, as presented in our paper 18 .
² : w xSection 3 continues our M L paper 17 : we introduce a variant,3
? @ ² :denoted by M L . While M L is a congruence-preserving extension of3 3
? @L, in M L only the zero-separating congruences extend.3
Sections 4 and 5 are preparation for Step 1 of the construction. In
Section 4, we construct simple, bounded lattices with a certain denseness
condition. In Section 5, we introduce and investigate some semilattice
concepts.
The goal of Sections 6]8 is to prove the deepest result of this paper:
under some special conditions, there exists an automorphism-preserving
embedding from S into S m L, the lattice tensor product of S and L.
Section 9 proves one more extension theorem. Now everything is ready
to accomplish Step 1 in Section 10. Section 11 does Step 2 of the proof, the
construction of a simple automorphism-preserving extension L of L .A A
This turns out to be almost the same as the finite case in Gratzer and¨
w xSchmidt 14 .
Ž .The proof of the main theorems Step 3 are now easy; they are
presented in Section 12.
Finally, the last section presents some open problems.
1.7. Notation and Terminology
w xWithout any reference, we use the notation and terminology of 11 .
Let X and Y be sets and Z : X. For a map f : X “ Y, we denote by
w xf Z the image of Z under f. The identity map on X is id .X
If X and Y are sets, we write X ; Y for strict containment of X in Y.
Let P be a poset. For a g P, we use the notation
xa s x g P x F a , 4Ž P
w a s x g P a F x . 4. P
If there is no danger of confusion, the subscript P is dropped.
Let L be a lattice. We call L tri¤ial if L has only one element;
Ž . Ž .otherwise, L is nontri¤ial. The zero least element of L is 0 or 0 , theL
Ž .unit is 1 or 1 .L
We denote by Ly the lattice L with the zero dropped, that is, Lys L if
y  4 sL has no zero, and L s L y 0 otherwise. Similarly, L is the lattice L
s s  4with the unit dropped, that is, L s L, if L has no unit, and L s L y 1
otherwise.
The lattice L is bounded if it has zero and unit; it is unbounded if it has
neither zero nor unit.
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Ž . Ž Ž ..For x, y g L, we denote by Q x, y or Q x, y the principal congru-L
² :ence of L generated by the pair x, y .
If L has a zero element, then an atom of L is a minimal element of Ly.
We say that L is atomistic if every element of L is a finite join of atoms.
Ž .We denote by Aut L the group under composition of lattice automor-
 4phisms of L. We say that L is rigid, if Aut L s id .L
Ž .We denote by Con L the lattice under containment of all congruences
of L. We say that L is simple, if Con L has exactly two elements; that is,
 4 Ž .L is nontrivial and Con L s v , i , where v resp., i denotes theL L L L
Ž .zero congruence resp., the identity congruence of L.
 4 ŽWe denote by Con L the k, 0 -semilattice of compact that is, finitelyc
.generated congruences of L. The elements of Con L are the finite joinsc
of principal congruences of L.
2. BOX PRODUCT AND LATTICE TENSOR PRODUCT
w xIn this section, we recall some notation and results from our paper 19 .
Let A and B be lattices. We define two ‘‘products’’ of A and B whose
elements and certain subsets of A = B. To facilitate their introduction, we
introduce notation for some types of subsets of A = B.
2.1. Boxes and Tensors
² :DEFINITION 2.1. Let a, b g A = B.
Ž . Ž .i The pure box of a and b see Fig. 1 :
² :aI b s x , y g A = B x F a or y F b . 4
Ž . Ž .ii The pure tensor of a and b see Fig. 2 :
² :a( b s x , y g A = B x F a and y F b . 4
FIG. 1. The pure box aI b.
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FIG. 2. The pure tensor a( b.
Ž .iii The bottom of a direct product A = B,
¡  4  4A = 0 j 0 = B ,Ž . Ž .B A
if A and B have zero;
~ 40 = B , if A has zero and B does not have zero;H s AA , B
 4A = 0 , if A does not have zero and B has zero;B¢B, if neither A nor B has zero.
Ž . Ž .iv The pure lattice tensor of a and b see Fig. 3 :
a G b s a( b j H .Ž . A , B
Ž w x.The following result Lemma 2.4 of 19 summarizes some of the
arithmetics of these subsets of A = B:
LEMMA 2.2. Let a, aX g A and b, bX g B.
Ž . X X X X X Xi a( b : a I b iff a G b : a I b iff a F a or b F b .
Ž . Ž . Ž X X. Ž X. Ž X.ii a( b l a ( b s a n a ( b n b .
FIG. 3. The pure lattice tensor a G b.
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Ž . Ž . Ž X X. ŽŽ X. X . Ž X Ž X..iii aI b l a ( b s a n a ( b j a ( b n b .
Ž . Ž . Ž X X. ŽŽ X. Ž X .. Ž X. Ž X .iv aI b l a I b s a n a I b n b j a( b j a ( b .
Ž . Ž x Ž xv aI b s A = B iff A s a or B s b .
Ž . X X X X X Xvi If a I b ; A = B, then aI b : a I b iff a F a and b F b .
Ž . Ž xIn clause v , A s a is equivalent to the statement that A has a unit
and a s 1 , and similarly for b and B.A
2.2. Box Product
Now we define the first product construction:
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A and B be lattices. The box product AI B of A
and B consists of all subsets of A = B of the form
F a I b i - m , 2.1Ž .Ž .i i
² :where m ) 0 and a , b g A = B, for all i - m, partially ordered byi i
containment.
Ž .By Lemma 2.2 iv , the intersection of two pure boxes is the union of a
pure box and of two pure tensors. Similarly, any element H of AI B can
be represented in the form
H s D a I b i - m j D c ( d j - n , 2.2Ž .Ž . Ž .i i j j
Žwhere m ) 0, n G 0 that is, there is at least one pure box and
. ² :some}maybe none}pure tensors , a , b g A = B, for all i - m,i i
² :c , d g A = B, for all j - n. Of course, a subset A = B of this formj j
need not be in AI B.
Ž .The representation 2.2 immediately implies the following statement:
PROPOSITION 2.4. E¤ery element of AI B contains a pure box.
In terms of pure boxes, we can define a closure relation on subsets of
A = B:
DEFINITION 2.5. Let A and B be lattices. For X : A = B, we define
the box closure of X :
² :Box X s F aI b N a, b g A = B , X : aI b .Ž . Ž .
Ž .All subsets of A = B of the form 2.2 form a sublattice AI? B of the
Ž .powerset lattice P A = B .
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A and B be lattices. If H g AI? B, then
Ž .Box H g AI B. It follows that AI B is a lattice.
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For H, K g AI B, the meet in AI B is given by H n K s H l K,
while the join in AI B is the box closure of H j K.
Box closures are easy to compute for sets in AI? B. For instance,
Box aI b j c( d s a k c I b l aI b k d , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Box aI b j aX I bX s a k aX I b k bX . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
It is useful to consider elements of AI B as ‘‘ideals’’ of A = B, in the
following sense.
DEFINITION 2.7. Let A and B be lattices. A bi-ideal of A = B is a
subset H of A = B satisfying the following properties:
Ž .i H is contained in H;A, B
Ž . ² : ² : ² :ii a , b g H and a , b g H imply that a k a , b g H, for0 1 0 1
all a , a g A and b g B;0 1
Ž . ² : ² : ² :iii a, b g H and a, b g H imply that a, b k b g H, for0 1 0 1
all a g A and b , b g B.0 1
This definition of a bi-ideal generalizes the definition given in our paper
w x18 for lattices with zero. The verification of the following lemma is trivial.
LEMMA 2.8. Let A and B be lattices. The elements of AI B are bi-ideals
of A = B.
2.3. Lattice Tensor Product
We say that a subset H of A = B is confined, if it is contained in a pure
² :lattice tensor, that is, H : a G b, for some a, b g A = B. In other
² : y ywords, if x, y g H, x g A , and y g B , then x F a and y F b.
In general, there need not be a confined element in AI B; this is the
case, for instance, if both A and B are unbounded. Indeed, if H g AI B
Ž .is confined, then by 2.2 , there is a pure box uI¤ : a G b s a( b, so
² :u, y g a( b for all y g B, which is impossible since B has no unit.
DEFINITION 2.9. Let A and B be lattices. Let A G B denote the set of
all confined elements of AI B. If A G B / B, then A G B is an ideal of
AI B, hence it is also a lattice; in this case, we say that A G B is defined
and call A G B the lattice tensor product of A and B.
We can completely characterize when A G B is defined:
LEMMA 2.10. Let A and B be lattices. Then A G B is defined iff one of the
following conditions hold:
Ž .i A and B are lattices with zero;
Ž .ii A and B are lattices with unit;
Ž .iii A or B is bounded.
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The next lemma gives a description of the elements of the lattice tensor
product A G B in the case where A and B are lattices with zero:
LEMMA 2.11. Let A and B be lattices with zero. Then the elements of
A G B are exactly the finite intersections of the form
H s F a I b i - n , 2.5Ž .Ž .i i
satisfying
H a i - n s 0 ,Ž .i A
H b i - n s 0 ,Ž .i B
² :where n ) 0, a , b g A = B, for all i - n. Furthermore, e¤ery element ofi i
A G B can be written as a finite union of pure lattice tensors,
H s D a G b i - n , 2.6Ž .Ž .i i
² :where x g B, n G 0, and a , b g A = B, for all i - n.i i
Ž .Con¤ersely, the box closure of any element of the form 2.6 belongs to
A G B.
It follows, in particular, that the elements of A G B are exactly the
Ž .elements of the form E a G b N i - n , where n ) 0, a , . . . , a g A,i i 0 ny1
and b , . . . , b g B, that is, the pure lattice tensors form a join-basis of0 ny1
A G B.
The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 2.11 for the case where A is
bounded and B is arbitrary:
LEMMA 2.12. Let A and B be lattices. If A is bounded, then the elements
of A G B are exactly the finite intersections of the form
H s F a I b i - n , 2.7Ž .Ž .i i
subject to the condition
H a i - n s 0 ,Ž .i A
² :where n ) 0, a , b g A = B, for all i - n. Furthermore, e¤ery element ofi i
A G B can be written as a finite union
H s 0 I x j D a G b i - nŽ . Ž .A i i
2.8Ž .
s 0 I x j D a ( b i - n ,Ž . Ž .A i i
² :where x g B, n G 0, and a , b g A = B, for all i - n.i i
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Ž .Con¤ersely, the box closure of any element of the form 2.8 belongs to
Ž . Ž .A G B. The box closures of elements of the form 0 I x j a G b form aA
join-basis of A G B.
Ž .Note that the two forms shown in 2.8 are obviously equivalent since
0 I x j a G b s 0 I x j a( b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A
In case A is bounded, we abuse the notation slightly, by writing
H s 0 I x k E a G b i - nŽ . Ž .A i i
Ž . Ž .for the box closure of the element 0 I x j D a G b N i - n of AI? B,A i i
although the elements a G b may not belong to A G B. So the elementsi i
Ž . Ž .of the form 0 I x k a G b form a join-basis of A G B.A
The most interesting property of lattice tensor products is the main
w xresult of 19 :
THEOREM 5. Let A and B be lattices such that either both A and B ha¤e a
zero, or A is bounded. Then there exists an isomorphism m from Con A mc
Ž .Con B onto Con A G B . Furthermore, this isomorphism can be computedc c
as follows. Let a F a in A and b F b in B.0 1 0 1
Case 1. If both A and B have a zero, then
m Q a , a m Q b , b s Q a G b k a G b , a G b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A 0 1 B 0 1 AG B 0 1 1 0 1 1
Case 2. If A is bounded, then
m Q a , a m Q b , bŽ . Ž .Ž .A 0 1 B 0 1
s Q a I b l 0 I b , a I b l 0 I b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽAG B 0 0 A 1 1 0 A 1
 4In this theorem, for the k, 0 -semilattices S and T , we denote by S m T
 4 w xthe k, 0 -semilattice tensor product of S and T , see Quackenbush 21 ,
w x w xGratzer, Lakser, and Quackenbush 12 , and our paper 18 .¨
Note that
a G b k a G b s a G b j a G b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
so
a G b y a G b k a G bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 0 1 1 0
s a I b l 0 I b y a I b l 0 I b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 0 A 1 0 0 A 1
where y denotes, as usual, the set-theoretical difference. It follows easily
that if A is bounded and B has a zero, then joining
a G b k a G b , a G b 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 0 1 1
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Ž . Ž .with a I b l 0 I b yields0 0 A 1
a I b l 0 I b , a I b l 0 I b , 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 A 1 1 0 A 1
Ž . Ž .and, conversely, meeting 2.10 with a G b yields 2.9 , so the two1 1
principal congruences of A G B defined in the two cases are, in fact,
equal.
The following statements are used in Sections 7 and 8.
LEMMA 2.13. Let A be a nontri¤ial, bounded lattice, let B be a lattice, and
let H g A G B.
Ž .i There exists a largest element b of B such that 0 I b : H, andA
there exists a least element bX of B such that H : 0 I bX.A
Ž . yii Let a g A . Then there exists a largest element b of B such that
² :a, b g H.
Proof. Since H belongs to A G B, by Lemma 2.12, it can be written as
H s 0 I¤ j D c ( d j - n ,Ž . Ž .A j j
² :where n G 0, ¤ g B, c , d g A = B, for all j - n.j j
y ² :First, let a g A . Then, for all x g B, a, x g H iff either x F ¤ or
a F c and x F d , for all j - n. In particular, the set I of all suchj j
elements x is the union of finitely many principal ideals of B. Since H is a
bi-ideal of A = B, it follows that I is a principal ideal of B. This proves
Ž .ii .
² : Ž .Since 0 I x : H iff 1, x g H, for all x g B, statement ii implies theA
Ž .first part of i .
Finally, for all x g B, H : 0 I x iff ¤ F x and d F x, for all j suchA j
Ž .that c ) 0. Hence, we can take b s ¤ k E d N c ) 0 .j j j
? @3. THE M L CONSTRUCTION3
w x ² :In our paper 17 , we introduce, for every lattice L, the lattice M L of3
all Boolean triples of elements of L:
² : ² :M L s ¤ n w , u n w , u n ¤ u , ¤ , w g L . 43
w x ² : 3 ² :We prove in 17 that M L is a closure system in L and M L is a3 3
congruence-preserving extension of L, relative to the lattice embedding
² : ² :x ‹ x, x, x from L into M L .3
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We introduce here a variant of this construction:
DEFINITION 3.1. Let L be a bounded lattice. Define
² : ² :M L s x , y , z g M L x s 0 or x s 1 ,? @  43 3
3 Ž ² :.and regard it as a subposet of L equivalently, of M L .3
Figure 4 illustrates this construction; solid lines with a double crossbar
indicate covering.
We leave to the reader the verification of the following easy lemma:
? @LEMMA 3.2. The elements of M L are the triples of elements of L of the3
following four types;
Ž . ² : Ž ² : ² : ² :i 1, z, z , for any z g L and so 1, u, ¤ g M L iff 1, u, ¤3
? @.g M L ;3
Ž . ² :ii 0, x, 0 , for any x g L;
Ž . ² :iii 0, 0, y , for any y g L;
Ž . ² :iv 0, x, y , for any x, y g L with x n y s 0.
? @Here are some easy facts about M L .3
? @LEMMA 3.3. Let L be a bounded lattice. Then M L is a closure system3
in L3; in particular, it is a lattice. Furthermore, the maps j, j , and j from L1 2
? @into M L defined by3
² :j x s 1, x , x ,Ž .
² :j x s 0, x , 0 ,Ž .1
² :j x s 0, 0, x ,Ž .2
for x g L, are lattice embeddings.
? @FIG. 4. The lattice M L .3
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w x ² :Proof. We already know, see 17 , that M L is a closure system in3
3 ? @ 3L . Thus, to prove that M L is a closure system in L , it suffices to prove3
? @ ² : ² : ² :that M L is a closure system in M L . So let x, y, z g M L . If3 3 3
² : ² : ² :x s 0, then x, y, z s 0, y, z belongs to M L since y n z s 0, so it3
² : ? @is closed. If x ) 0, then the closure of x, y, z in M L is the triple3
² :1, y k z, y k z .
It is obvious that j, j , and j are lattice embeddings.1 2
? @The congruences of M L can easily be computed from the congru-3
ences of L using
DEFINITION 3.4. Let L be a lattice, let a g L. A congruence u of L
 4isolates a, if a is a congruence class of u .
In a number of papers, the congruence u is said to ‘‘separate a’’;
‘‘isolate’’ may be a more descriptive term.
Notation. For a lattice L with zero, we define Iso L as the set of0
 4congruences that isolate 0, and we put Iso L s Iso L j i . It is a0
universal algebraic triviality that Iso L is a complete sublattice of Con L.
² :For a g Con L, we define the equivalence relation M a as the3
3 ² : ? @restriction of a to M L ; we define the equivalence relation M a as3 3
3 ? @the restriction of a to M L .3
² : ? @ ? @Obviously, the restriction of M a to M L is M a . Now we3 3 3
² : ? @describe the congruences of M L and M L :3 3
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let L be a bounded lattice.
Ž . ² :i The map a ‹ M a is an isomorphism from Con L onto3
² :Con M L .3
Ž . ? @ii The map a ‹ M a is an isomorphism from Iso L onto3
? @Con M L .3
w xProof. The first statement is proved in 17 . We prove the second
statement in several steps.
? @ ? @Step 1. If a g Iso L, then M a is a congruence of M L .3 3
? @ ² : ? @M L is a meet-subsemilattice of M L , thus M a satisfies the3 3 3
substitution property for meet.
? @It remains to prove that M a satisfies the substitution property for3
? @join. This is trivial if a s i , in which case M a s i . So let usL 3 M ? L @3
² : ² :assume that a isolates 0. Let u s x, y, z and u s x , y , z , for i - 2,i i i i
? @ Ž ? @.in M L , such that u ’ u M a . We prove that u k u ’ u k u3 0 1 3 0 1
Ž ? @.M a .3
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We can assume without loss of generality that u F u and u F u.0 1 0
It follows from the first statement that
² :u ’ u k u M a .Ž .M ²L: 1 33
Hence
u ’ u k u M a? @Ž .M ? L @ 1 33
provided that u k u s u k u , that is, u k u is closed inM ²L: 1 M ? L @ 1 M ²L: 13 3 3
? @M L . By Lemma 3.2, this is always the case except if x s x s x s 0. In3 0 1
? @ ² :this case, u k u is the closure in M L of 0, y k y , z k z ; hence it1 3 1 1
can take two possible values:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If y k y n z k z s 0, then1 1
² :u k u s 0, y k y , z k z .M ? L @ 1 1 13
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If y k y n z k z ) 0, then1 1
² :u k u s 1, y k y k z k z , y k y k z k z .M ? L @ 1 1 1 1 13
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since y n z s y k y n z k z ’ y k y n z k z a and a iso-0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž .lates 0, it follows that y n z s 0 iff y k y n z k z s 0. If this hap-1 0
pens, then
² :u s 0, y k y , z k z0 0
² :’ 0, y k y , z k z M a? @Ž .1 1 3
s u k u .M ? L @ 13
Otherwise,
² :u s 1, y k y k z k z , y k y k z k z0 0 0 0
² :’ 1, y k y k z k z , y k y k z k z M a? @Ž .1 1 1 1 3
s u k u .M ? L @ 13
? @Step 2. The map a ‹ M a is an order-embedding from Iso L into3
? @ ? @Con M L . This is obvious since the map a ‹ M a is order-preserving3 3
and
x ’ y a iff j x ’ j y M a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . ? @Ž .3
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for all x, y g L. Hence, it remains to establish the following step:
? @Step 3. The map a ‹ M a is surjective.3
? @Let b g Con M L . We first note that, for x, y g L, the three condi-3
tions
j x ’ j y b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
j x ’ j y b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
j x ’ j y bŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :are equivalent. If j x ’ j y b , then, meeting with 0, 1, 0 , we obtain
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :that j x ’ j y b . Also, if j x ’ j y b , then, joining with 1, 0, 0 ,1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .we conclude that j x ’ j y b . A similar equivalence holds for j and j,2
thus our claim follows.
So let a be the congruence of L defined by
x ’ y a iff j x ’ j y b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
? @We prove that a belongs to Iso L and that b s M a . This is obvious if3
b s i , in which case a s i . Thus, suppose that b / i . First, weM ? L @ L M ? L @3 3
Ž .prove that a isolates 0. So let x g L such that x ’ 0 a . Let us assume
Ž . Ž . Ž .that x ) 0. By the claim above, j x ’ j 0 b , thus, joining with1 1
² :0, 0, 1 , we obtain that
² : ² :0, 0, 1 ’ 1, 1, 1 b . 3.1Ž . Ž .
Similarly, we can prove that
² : ² :0, 1, 0 ’ 1, 1, 1 b . 3.2Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Meeting the two congruences 3.1 and 3.2 gives us
² : ² :0, 0, 0 ’ 1, 1, 1 b ,Ž .
which contradicts the fact that b / i .M ? L @3
? @Hence a isolates 0. It remains to prove that b s M a . So let3
² : ² X X X: ? @x, y, z , x , y , z g M L .2
First, let us assume that
² : ² X X X:x , y , z ’ x , y , z b 3.3Ž . Ž .
X Ž . ² :holds. If x s 0 and x s 1, then, meeting 3.3 with 1, 0, 0 , we obtain
that
² : ² :0, 0, 0 ’ 1, 0, 0 b . 3.4Ž . Ž .
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w² : ² :x ? @ w² : ²But the interval 0, 0, 0 , 1, 0, 0 of M L projects up to 0, 1, 0 , 1, 1,3
:x w² : ² :x Ž .1 and to 0, 0, 1 , 1, 1, 1 , thus, by 3.4 , we obtain that
² : ² :0, 1, 0 ’ 1, 1, 1 b ,Ž .
² : ² :0, 0, 1 ’ 1, 1, 1 b .Ž .
By meeting these two congruences, we obtain again a contradiction with
the assumption that b / i .M ? L @3
Since x and xX assume only the values 0 and 1, this proves that x s xX.
Ž . ² : ² : X Ž .Next, meeting 3.3 with 0, 1, 0 and with 0, 0, 1 yields that y ’ y a
X Ž .and z ’ z a . Therefore,
² : ² X X X:x , y , z ’ x , y , z M a . 3.5? @ Ž .Ž .3
Ž . X Ž .Conversely, let us assume that 3.5 holds. In particular, x ’ x a .
 X4  4 XSince x, x : 0, 1 and a isolates 0, it follows that x s x , thus we get
² : ² X :x , 0, 0 ’ x , 0, 0 b . 3.6Ž . Ž .
X Ž .In view of y ’ y a , we obtain that
² : ² X :0, y , 0 ’ 0, y , 0 b 3.7Ž . Ž .
holds. Similarly,
² : ² X:0, 0, z ’ 0, 0, z b . 3.8Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Joining 3.6 ] 3.8 yields 3.3 .
We deduce immediately the following consequence:
? @COROLLARY 3.6. Let L be a simple, bounded lattice. Then M L is a3
simple, bounded lattice.
4. EMBEDDINGS
In this section we prove a few embedding theorems. It is our goal to
construct many simple, bounded lattices with a certain denseness condi-
tion.
We first state a well-known lemma:
LEMMA 4.1. E¤ery lattice L embeds into a simple, bounded lattice S. If L
is finite, then we can choose S to be finite. If L is infinite, then we can choose
< < < <S so as to satisfy S s L .
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Ž .Proof. Compare this with the proof of Theorem 8. First, we add
bounds to L to obtain a nontrivial, bounded L . Then for any a g Ly , web b
add two distinct elements p and q which are relative complements of alla a
w x Ž .x with 0 - x - a in the interval 0, a . In particular, p resp., q isa a
comparable with a y g Ly iff a F y, and in this case, p F y and q F y.b a a
Doing this for all a g Ly , we obtain a simple, bounded, atomistic exten-b
sion S of L .b
The lattices A and B have many natural embeddings into A G B. The
proof of the following lemma is a straightforward application of Lemmas
2.11 and 2.12, and Theorem 5.
LEMMA 4.2. Let A and B be lattices.
Ž . yi If A and B ha¤e zero and u g A , then the map f : B ¤ A G B
defined by
f x s u G x x g BŽ . Ž .
 4 Ž .is a 0 -embedding see Fig. 5 . Furthermore,
Ž . Žii if A is simple, then f is congruence-preser¤ing so, A G B is a
w x.congruence-preser¤ing extension of f B .
Ž . w xiii if u is an atom of A, then f B is an ideal of A G B.
Ž .iv If A is bounded and ¤ - w g B, then the map g : A ¤ A G B
defined by
g x s 0 I¤ k x G w x g AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .A
Ž .is an embedding see Fig. 6 .
Ž .Proof. i is easy since every element of A G B is a bi-ideal, by Lemma
2.8.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii g x g A G B because it is confined by 1 G w. Since g x l
² : 4 ² :y, w N y g A has x, w as the maximal element, it follows that g is
FIG. 5. The map f : B ¤ A G B.
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FIG. 6. The map g : A ¤ A G B.
Ž . Ž . Ž .one-to-one. Writing g x in the form H j 1(¤ j x(w , it followsA, B
immediately that g preserves meets. Since every element of A G B is a
bi-ideal, by Lemma 2.8, g preserves joins.
Let L be a lattice. A lattice D is L-dense, if every nontrivial interval of
D contains an isomorphic copy of L.
For example, if L is the three-element chain, then a lattice D is
L-dense iff it is dense, that is, for all a, b g D such that a - b, there exists
x g D such that a - x - b.
LEMMA 4.3. Let L be a lattice. Then there exists a simple, bounded,
< < < <L-dense lattice S such that S s L q / .0
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, L has a simple, bounded extension T of cardi-
< < ² :nality L q / . Define a sequence S N n g v of lattices, by0 n
S s T ,0
S s T G S , for all n g v .nq1 n
Ž .By Lemma 4.2 i , j : S “ S , x ‹ 1 G x is the canonical latticen n nq1
embedding.
For m F n in v, denote by f the embedding from S into Sm , n m n
defined by
f s j ( ??? ( j ,m , n ny1 m
²² : :and let S be the direct limit of the direct system S , f N m F n - v ,m m , n
with the transition maps f : S “ S. Note that f is a lattice embedding,n n n
for all n. Since T is a simple lattice, all the S are, by Theorem 5, simplen
lattices; thus S is a simple lattice.
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Let a - b in S. So there are n g v and u, ¤ g S such that u - ¤ ,n
Ž . Ž .a s f u , and b s f ¤ . Let g : T “ S be the lattice embeddingn n nq1
defined by
g x s 0 Iu k x G ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .T
Ž .for all x g T , see Lemma 4.2 ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that j u F g x F j ¤ , for all x g T. It follows that the mapn n
w xh s f ( g is an embedding from T into the interval a, b of S. Hencenq1
the restriction of h to L satisfies the required conditions.
5. STEEP AND SPANNING INDECOMPOSABLE
JOIN-SEMILATTICES
In this section, we define some semilattice properties that play an
important role in the automorphism computations of Section 6.
Now we define the new concepts:
DEFINITION 5.1. Let S be a join-semilattice.
Ž .i For x, y g S, we say that y can be reached from x, if x - y and y
Ž .has a representation of the form y s E y N i - n , where n ) 0 andi
x g y , for all i - n.i
Ž .ii S is steep, if for all x g S, there is a y g S such that y ) x and
y cannot be reached from x.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Let S N i g I be a family of ideals of S. We call S N i g I ai i
spanning family, if
U s E U l S i g IŽ .i
holds, for every ideal U of S.
Ž . Ž .iv S is spanning indecomposable, if whenever S N i g I is a span-i
Ž .ning family of S, then S N i g I co¤ers S, that is,i
S s D S i g I .Ž .i
Ž .Note that S N i g I is a spanning family of S iff every element x of Si
Ž .can be written in the form x s E x N i g J , where J is a finite, nonemptyi
subset of I and x g S , for i g J.i i
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let S be a join-semilattice. If S is steep, then S is
spanning indecomposable.
Ž .Proof. Let S be a steep join-semilattice. Let S N i g I be a spanningi
Ž . Žfamily of S. Let us assume that D S N i g I / S, and let x g S y D S Ni i
.i g I . Since S is steep, there is a y ) x that cannot be reached from x.
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Ž .Since S N i g I is a spanning family of S, there is a nonempty finitei
subset J of I and there are elements y of S , for i g J, such thati i
Ž .y s E y N i g J . The element y cannot be reached from x, therefore,i
there exists i g J with x F y . Since y belongs to S and S is a hereditaryi i i i
subset of S, x also belongs to S , a contradiction.i
Ž .LEMMA 5.3. Let S N i g I be a family of ideals of a join-semilattice Si
satisfying the following two conditions:
Ž .i There exists a proper subset T of S such that S l S s T , for alli j
i / j in I.
Ž . Ž .ii S N i g I co¤ers S.i
Then there exists a unique i g I such that S s S and S s T , for all j / ii j
in I.
Ž .Proof. By ii , there exists i g I such that T ; S . Let x g S y T. Toi i
conclude the proof, it suffices to prove that S s T , for all j / i; indeed,j
this clearly implies that S s S.i
Let j / i in I. Let us assume that T ; S ; then there exists y g S y T.j j
Ž .By ii , there exists k g I such that x k y g S ; thus x g S l S andk i k
Ž .y g S l S . By i , either S l S s T or S l S s T ; thus either x g Tj k i k j k
or y g T , a contradiction. So we have proved that S s T , for all j / i.j
6. AUTOMORPHISMS OF LATTICE TENSOR PRODUCTS;
THE FUNCTION w ‹ s
The goal of Sections 6]8 is to prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 6. Let S and L be lattices satisfying the following conditions:
Ž .i S is atomistic and bounded.
Ž .ii L is nontri¤ial, rigid, and spanning indecomposable.
Then there exists an automorphism-preser¤ing embedding h from S into
Ž .S G L that preser¤es the zero if L has a zero. In particular, Aut S G L (
Aut S.
In Sections 6]8, let S and L be lattices satisfying the assumptions of
Theorem 6. At S will denote the set of all atoms of S, and 0 will denote
the zero of S.
ŽIt is easy to describe the canonical embedding from Aut S into Aut S G
. Ž .L the assumptions on S and L are not yet needed . For every a g Aut S,
define the automorphism a s a = id , that is, for H g S G L, we define˜ L
² : ² :a H s a s , u s, u g H . 4Ž . Ž .˜
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Ž .In fact, the formula defining a H can be used for any H : S = L.˜
Observe that SI L and S G L are closed under this extended a .˜
PROPOSITION 6.1. The map a ‹ a is a group embedding from Aut S into˜
Ž .Aut S G L .
Let L be nontrivial, and let ¤ - w in L. By Lemma 2.12, the elements
Ž . Ž .0I¤ k s G w , for s g S, form a join-basis of S G L. The action of a˜
on these elements is
a 0I¤ k s G w s 0I¤ k a s G w . 6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˜
The difficulty is to prove that all automorphisms of S G L are of the
form a , where a g Aut S. Once this is established, it is easy to conclude˜
Ž .the proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 4.2 ii and by Proposition 6.1, the map
h: S “ S G L defined by
h s s 0I¤ k s G w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
for s g S, is an automorphism-preserving embedding from S into S G L.
Ž .If L has a zero, then we can take ¤ s 0, so h s s s G w, for all s g S;
this h is zero-preserving.
Let w be an automorphism of S G L. In Sections 6]8, we find an
automorphism a of S such that w s a .˜
For all q, p g At S and all x g L, we define the subsets Ax and Axp q, p
of L as
x ² :A s y g L p , y g w 0I x , 6.2 4Ž . Ž .p
x ² :A s y g L p , y g w H , for some H g S G L with H : qI x . 4Ž .q , p
6.3Ž .
For every a g Aut S, a defines a permutation of At S. Let s be the
inverse of this permutation. It is trivial to verify that if w s a , then the˜
following holds, for all p, q g At S and all x g L,
L, if q s s p ;Ž .
xA s xq , p ½ xA s x , otherwise.Žp
This motivates the next four lemmas.
Ž . x xLEMMA 6.2. i Let p, q g At S and let x g L. Then A and A arep q, p
ideals of L and Ax : Ax .p q, p
Ž .ii Let p, q, r g At S such that p / q, and let x g L. Then
Ax l Ax s Ax .p , r q , r r
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Ž . x y x yiii Isotone Property: If x F y in L, then A : A and A : A ,p p q, p q, p
for all q, p g At S.
Ž . Ž .Proof. i By Proposition 2.4, there is y g L with 0I y : w 0I x ; thus
y g Ax and so Ax / B.p p
Ž . .w 0 I x is an element of S G L, thus, by Lemma 2.8, it is a bi-ideal of
S = L. It follows easily that Ax is an ideal of L.p
x ² : Ž .If y g A , then p, y g w 0I x and 0I x : qI x; so with H s 0I x,p
² : Ž .we have p, y g w H , H g S G L, and H : qI x, verifying that y g
Ax , that is, Ax : Ax .q, p p q, p
Again, since qI x is a bi-ideal, it follows that Ax is an ideal.q, p
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii follows immediately from pI x l qI x s 0I x, which is a
Ž . Ž .consequence of Lemma 2.2 i and iv .
Ž .iii is trivial.
Notation. For H g SI L, define x H, an ideal of S G L:
xx H s K g S G L K : H s H l S G L . 4 Ž .Ž S I L
By Proposition 2.4, x H contains a pure box aI b; since S has a zero,
0I b : aI b and 0I b g S G L. Therefore, x H / B.
Using this notation, the definition of Ax can be rewritten asq, p
x ² :A s y g L p , y g Dw x qI x ,Ž . 4q , p
Ž . Ž .where D X is the union of all elements of X, for every set of sets X.
Ž .LEMMA 6.3. Let x g L. Then x qI x q g At S is a spanning familyŽ .
of S G L.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, the elements of S G L are bi-ideals; so it is clear
that
E a j - n G b s E a G b j - n , 6.4Ž .Ž . Ž .j j
for n ) 0, a g S, for j - n, and b g L.j
Ž . Ž .Let H g S G L. Using 6.4 , the decomposition 2.8 , and the assump-
tion that S is atomistic, we obtain that
H s 0Iu k E q G ¤ j - n ,Ž . Ž .j j
² :where u g L, n g v, and q , ¤ g At S = L, for j - n. Again, since S isj j
atomistic, 1 is a join of atoms in S, say,S
1 s E p i - m ,Ž .S i
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where m ) 0 and p g At S, for i - m. Utilizing that 0Iu s 1 G u,i S
Ž . Ž .0I u n x : H, and 6.4 , we can decompose H as
H s 0I u n x k HŽ .Ž .
s 0I u n x k 0Iu k E q G ¤ j - nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j
s 0I u n x k E p G u i - m k E q G ¤ j - nŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .i j j
s E H i - m k E K j - n ,Ž . Ž .i j
where
H s 0I u n x k p G u , for all i - m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
K s 0I u n x k q G ¤ , for all j - n.Ž .Ž . Ž .j j j
By Lemma 2.2, H : P I x, for all i - m, and K : q I x, for all j - n.i i j j
Since w is an automorphism of S G L, we obtain immediately the
following result:
Ž w Ž .x .COROLLARY 6.4. Let x g L. Then w x qI x N q g At S is a span-
ning family of S G L.
Ž x .LEMMA 6.5. Let p g At S and x g L. Then L s D A N q g At S .q, p
Proof. L is spanning indecomposable, by assumption; so it suffices to
Ž x .prove that A N q g At S is a spanning family of L. Let y g L; we haveq, p
to find a finite, nonempty subset X of At S and elements y g Ax , for allq q, p
Ž .q g X, such that y s E y N q g X . This is obvious, if L has a zero and yq
is the zero of L; so we may assume that y g Ly.
Ž .Since w 0I x belongs to S G L, it contains an element of the form
y Ž0I t, with t g L. Since y g L , we can assume that t - y if t n y - y,
then replace t by t n y; if t n y s y, then t n y g Ly, so we can replace t
.by any element less than y , so
0I t k p G y s 0I y l pI t g S G L.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
By Corollary 6.4, there exists a decomposition of the form
0I t j p m y s E w H q g X , 6.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /q
for some nonempty, finite subset X of At S and elements H of S G Lq
such that H : qI x, for all q g X. Since p is an atom of S andq
Ž . Ž . Ž .w H : 0I t k p G y , there are K : 0I t in S G L and y F y in Lq q p
such that
w H s K j p G y .Ž . Ž .q q q
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X Ž . X Ž .Define y s E y N q g X . Note that y F y. It follows by 6.5 thatq
0I t j p G y : 0I t j p G yXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s 0I t j p G t k yX ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
² : Ž . Ž Ž X..whence 0, y g 0I t j p G t k y . Since t - y, it follows that y F
t k yX. The converse inequality is obvious, so we obtain that
Xy s t k y s E t k y q g X . 6.6Ž .Ž .q
² : Ž . ² : Ž .However, p, t g w 0I x and p, y g w H , for all q g X, thusq q
² :p , t k y g w H k 0I x ,Ž .Ž .q q
Ž . x Ž .with H k 0I x : qI x. Thus t k y g A and so 6.6 gives theq q q, p
desired decomposition of y.
LEMMA 6.6. There exists a unique maps s : At S “ At S satisfying the
following conditions:
Ž . xi A s L, for all p g At S and x g L.s Ž p., p
Ž . x x Ž .ii A s A , for all p, q g At S such that q / s p and for allq, p p
x g L.
Proof. Let p g At S and let x g L. Since L is nontrivial, there exists
y1Ž .a g L such that a is not the largest element of L. Since w 0I a
Ž .belongs to S G L thus to SI L , it contains an element of the form 0I b,
Ž .for some b g L, by Proposition 2.4. Thus, by 6.2 ,
b ² :A s y g L p , y g w 0I b 4Ž .p
² :s y g L p , y g 0I a , 4Ž .
b Ž x bso A : a . In particular, A ; L.p p
Ž .By Lemmas 6.5 and 6.2 ii , the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 are satisfied
Ž x .by the family A N q g At S , for all x F b in L. It follows that, for allq, p
Ž . xx F b, there exists a unique element s p of At S such that A s Lx s Ž p., pxx x Ž .and A s A , for all q g At S with q / s p .q, p p x
Ž Ž .. Ž .It follows easily from the isotone property Lemma 6.2 iii that s p sx
Ž . Ž .s p , for all x, y F b. Thus, for p g At S, we may denote by s p they
Ž .common value of all elements s p , for x F b in L. So for x F b in L,x
x x x Ž .A s L and A s A , for all q g At S such that q / s p . For alls Ž p., p q, p p
x g L, Ax s L holds by the isotone property.s Ž p., p
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Ž .Furthermore, if q / s p in At S, then we compute:
Ax s Ax l Lq , p q , p
s Ax l Axq , p s Ž p. , p
s Ax by Lemma 6.2 ii .Ž .Ž .p
Finally, the uniqueness statement in the lemma follows from the unique-
Ž .ness statement in the definition of s p , for x F b.x
In this section, we have associated, with every automorphism w of
S G L, a map s : At S “ At S satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 6.6. Our
goal is to prove that
Ž .i s is a permutation of At S;
Ž . y1ii s extends to an automorphism a of S;
Ž .iii w s a .˜
7. BASIC PROPERTIES OF s : THE MAPS w# AND wU
In this section, we continue to consider the lattices S and L satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 6, an automorphism w of S G L, and the
associated map s : At S “ At S. Furthermore, we denote by c the inverse
automorphism of w, and by t the associated map from At S to At S.
LEMMA 7.1. The map s is onto.
Proof. Let us assume that p g At S does not belong to the range of s .
Since L is nontrivial, there are ¤ , w g L such that ¤ - w. Set H s
Ž . Ž .0I¤ j p G w g S G L. Since 0I¤ ; H and w is an automorphism, it
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž . Ž .follows that w 0I¤ ; w H , thus there exists q, z g w H y w 0I¤ .
Obviously, q ) 0, so q is a finite, nonempty join of atoms of S. Recall that
Ž . Ž .w 0I¤ and w H are bi-ideals of S = L, so we may assume that q is an
² : Ž . ¤atom of S. Since H : pI¤ and q, z g w H , it follows that z g A .p, q
¤ ¤ Ž .Now A s A follows from Lemma 6.6, since p / s q . Hence z be-p, q q
¤ ² : Ž .longs to A , that is, q, z g w 0I¤ , a contradiction.q
Notation. Let f be a map from a poset A to a poset B. We define
lim f t s 0Ž .
t“0
Ž .to mean that for all « g B, there exists h g A such that f x F « , for all
x F h in A.
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Ž .Of course, if A has a zero element, then lim f t s 0 iff B has at “ 0
Ž .zero element and f 0 s 0 . The difficult part of the proof of Theorem 6A B
deals with lattices L without zero.
Ž .Notation. For x g L, let w# x denote the largest element y of L such
Ž . U Ž .that 0I y : w 0I x , and let w x denote the smallest element z of L
Ž .such that w 0I x : 0I z.
Ž . U Ž .The existence of the elements w# x and w x is ensured by Lemma
Ž .2.13 i .
Ž . ULEMMA 7.2. i w# and w are isotone maps of L into itself.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .ii w# x F w x , for all x g L.
Ž . Ž . U Ž .iii lim w# t s lim w t s 0.t “ 0 t “ 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i and ii are obvious. To verify iii , it suffices to prove that
U Ž . y1Ž . Žlim w t s 0. Choose « g L. Since w 0I« belongs to S G L thust “ 0
.to SI L , by Proposition 2.4, there exists h g L such that 0Ih :
Uy1Ž . Ž .w 0I« . Hence w x F « , for all x F h in L.
LEMMA 7.3. Let t, x g L and let p g At S. Then there exists y G t in L
such that
0Iw# t j p m x : w 0I t j s p G yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
holds.
Ž . Ž Ž . .Remark. Note that 0I t j s p G y g S G L, since t F y.
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, x belongs to At , that is, there existss Ž p., p
Ž . ² : Ž .H : s p I t in S G L such that p, x g w H . Since H is confined and
S is bounded, there exists y g L such that H : 0I y. Hence, H is
Ž . Ž Ž . .contained in 0I t j s p G y ; we may, of course, assume that y G t.
So we have obtained that
p G x : w 0I t j s p G y .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž Ž . ..Since 0Iw# t : w 0I t : w 0I t j s p G y , the conclusion fol-
lows.
LEMMA 7.4. The map s is a permutation of At S. Furthermore, s is the
in¤erse of t .
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, both s and t are onto, thus it suffices to prove
Ž . Ž .that s q s p implies that q s t p , for all p, q g At S.
X Ž X.Since t is onto, there exists p g At S such that t p s q. Since L is
nontrivial, there are t, x g L such that t - x. Furthermore, by Lemma
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Ž . Ž .7.1 iii , we can choose t such that c#w# t - x. By Lemma 7.3 applied to
Ž .c , there exists y G w# t in L such that
0Ic#w# t j pX G x : c 0Iw# t j q G y . 7.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Similarly, by applying Lemma 7.3 to w, we conclude that there exists z G t
in L such that
0Iw# t j q G y : w 0I t j p G z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Now 0Iw# t j q G y g S G L, since y G w# t ; therefore,
c 0Iw# t j q G y : 0I t j p G z . 7.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .By 7.1 and 7.2 , we obtain that
0Ic#w# t j pX G x : 0I t j p G z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
² X : Ž . Ž .In particular, p , x g 0I t j p G z . Since t - x, it follows that
² X : X Xp , x g p G z; whence p F p. However, both p and p are atoms of S;
X X XŽ . Ž .therefore, p F p implies that p s p, so that q s t p s t p .
² : Ž .8. THE MAPS t, x ‹ f xt
In this section, we continue to consider the lattices S and L satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 6, an automorphismw of S G L, its inverse c ,
and the associated permutations of At S, s , and t , respectively.
Ž .Let p be an atom of S, and let q s t p . For all t, x g L, we denote by
Ž .f x the largest element y of L such thatt
² :q , y g w 0I t k p G x .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .The existence of y is ensured by Lemma 2.13 ii .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Note. 0I t k p G x s 0I t j p G t k x holds; thus f x st
Ž .f t k x .t
² : Ž .Note. The map t, x ‹ f x has one parameter, the atom p, whicht
we ignore in the notation.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
LEMMA 8.1. Let u, ¤ , x, and y be elements of L. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i x F y implies that f x F f y .u u
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii u F ¤ implies that f x F f x .u ¤
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The following lemma is less trivial:
LEMMA 8.2. For all t, x g L,
w 0I t k p G x s w 0I t k q G f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t
holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. Since 0I t k p G x s 0I t k p G t k x and f x st
Ž .f t k x , it suffices to provide a proof for t F x. Definet
H s 0I t k p G x ,Ž . Ž .
K s w 0I t k q G f x .Ž . Ž .Ž .t
Ž . Ž .Then K : w H is obvious. Conversely, since w H belongs to S G L and
since S is atomistic,
w H s 0Iu k E p G x i - nŽ . Ž . Ž .i i
² :holds, for some u g L, n ) 0, and elements p , x g At S = L, for alli i
i - n. Furthermore, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the
map i ‹ p is one-to-one. Furthermore, since 1 is a finite join of atoms ini
Ž . ŽS, we may assume, without loss of generality, that 0Iu : w 0I t see the
.proof of Lemma 6.3 .
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .Let i - n. Since p , x g w H and H g x pI x because t F x , xi i i
x Ž .belongs to A . Thus, if p / q, that is, p / s p , then, by Lemma 6.6,p, p i ii x ² : Ž .x belongs to A , that is, p , x g w 0I x . In particular, we havei p i ii
obtained that
0Iu k E p G x i - n , p / q : w 0I x . 8.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i
² : ² : Ž .If, on the other hand, p s q, then q, x s p , x g w H , thus x Fi i i i i
Ž . Ž .f x . Therefore, it follows from 8.1 thatt
w H : w 0I x k q G f x s K ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t
which concludes the proof.
² : Ž .With the automorphism c , we can associate a map t, x ‹ g x , thet
² : Ž .same way the map t, x ‹ f x was associated with w. In particular, byt
Lemma 8.2, this new map satisfies
c 0I t k q G x s c 0I t k p G g x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t
for all t, x g L. We now prove a crucial lemma:
LEMMA 8.3. Let x g L. Then
x s g f xŽ .u ¤
Ž .holds, for all u, ¤ F x n w# x in L.
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Ž .Proof. Let « g L. By Lemma 7.2 iii , there exists h g L such that
U Ž .h F « and w h F « . By Lemma 8.2,
w 0Ih k p G x s w 0Ih k q G f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .h
holds, so that, by applying c , we obtain that
² :p , x g 0Ih k p G xŽ . Ž .
s c w 0Ih k q G f xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .h
: c 0I« k q G f x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .«
U Ž . Ž .because h F « and w h F « , thus, by the definition of g y for y s«
Ž .f x , we obtain, choosing « F u n ¤ , that«
x F g y s g f x F g f x . 8.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .« « « u ¤
Conversely,
0I x s 0I x k p G xŽ . Ž .
s c w 0I x k q G f xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .x
Ž .by Lemma 8.2 applied to w
s c w 0I x k 0Iw# x k q G f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .x
Ž Ž . Ž ..since 0Iw# x : w 0I x
s c w 0I x k c 0Iw# x k q G f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x
Ž .since c is a join-homomorphism
s 0I x k c 0Iw# x k p G g f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w#Ž x . x
Ž .by Lemma 8.2 applied to c , and because cw s idL
s 0I x k p G g f x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .w#Ž x . x
Ž Ž .. ² Ž .:because c 0Iw# x : 0I x. In particular, p, g f x belongs tow#Ž x . x
0I x, so we obtain that
g f x F g f x F x . 8.3Ž . Ž . Ž .u ¤ w#Ž x . x
Ž . Ž .The conclusion follows from 8.2 and 8.3 .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 8.4. Let x - y in L. Then f x - f y , for all small enought t
t g L.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let t F x n y n w# x n w# y . By Lemma 8.3, g f x s xt t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žand g f y s y. In particular, f x / f y . However, f is isotone byt t t t t
. Ž . Ž .Lemma 8.1 , thus the inequality f x F f y holds. The conclusion fol-t t
lows.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 8.5. Let x g L. Then u F ¤ F x n w# x implies that f xu
Ž .s f x , for all u, ¤ g L.¤
Ž . Ž .Proof. Put y s f x and z s f x . Note that y F z. Assume thatu ¤
Ž .y - z. By Corollary 8.4 applied to c , for all small enough t g L, g y -t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g z . For all t F x n w# x , we get that g y s g f x s x and, simi-t t t u
Ž .larly, g z s x; these imply that x - x, a contradiction.t
COROLLARY 8.6. For all t, x g L and all p g At S,
w 0I t k p G x s w 0I t k t p G xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
holds.
Ž .Proof. By Corollary 8.5 and by Lemma 8.1 ii , for all x g L, the set
f x t g LŽ . 4t
Ž . Ž . Ž .has a least element. Denote this element by f x . So f x s f x , for allt
Ž . Ž .small enough t g L. Similarly, denote by g x the common value of g xt
for small enough t g L. By Lemma 8.3 gf s id . Similarly, fg s id . SinceL L
both f and g are order-preserving, f and g are automorphisms of L. Since
ŽL is rigid, f s g s id . The conclusion follows for t small enough moreL
Ž ..precisely, for t F x n w# x from Lemma 8.2. In the general case, write
that
0I t k p G x s 0I t k 0Iu k p G x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .for u s t n x n w# x , and use the case t F x n w# x .
COROLLARY 8.7. For all x, t g L and all p g At S,
w 0I x k p G t s 0I x k t p G tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
holds.
Ž .Proof. By the result of Corollary 8.6, it suffices to prove that w 0I x
s 0I x. For all p g At S, p G x : 0I x, thus
t p G x : w 0I x k p G x s w 0I x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .By Lemma 7.1 applied to c , t is surjective. It follows that q G x :
Ž . Ž .w 0I x , for all q g At S. Since w 0I x is a bi-ideal of S = L and since 1
Ž .is a join of elements of At S, it follows that 1 G x : w 0I x , that is,
Ž .0I x : w 0I x . A similar result holds for the inverse c of w, which
Ž .implies that 0I x s w 0I x .
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COROLLARY 8.8. The map t extends to a unique automorphism of S.
Proof. We first prove that t extends to an endomorphism of S. It
suffices to prove that if n ) 0 and p, p , . . . , p g At S, then0 n-1
p F E p i - n implies that t p F E t p i - n . 8.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i
Ž .So assume that p F E p N i - n . Let x and y g L with x - y. Theni
compute
0I x k t p G y s w 0I x k p G yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .by Corollary 8.7 ,
F w 0I x k E p i - n G yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .i
s w E 0I x k p G y i - nŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .i
Ž .since w is a join-homomorphism
s E 0I x k t p G y i - nŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .i
Ž .by Corollary 8.7
s 0I x k E t p i - n G y .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i
² Ž . : Ž . Ž Ž . .Since t p , y belongs to 0I x k t p G y , it also belongs to
0I x k E t p i - n G y .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i
Ž . Ž Ž . .Now x - y implies that t p F E t p N i - n .i
This proves that t extends to an endomorphism of S. Since the same
Ž .holds for the inverse permutation s see Lemma 7.4 , t extends to an
automorphism of S. The uniqueness statement is obvious, since S is
atomistic.
Now, we can conclude the proof of Theorem 6. Indeed, by Corollaries
8.7 and 8.8,
w 0I x k s G y s 0I x k t s G y 8.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
holds for all x, y g L and all s g S, where t denotes the unique automor-
Ž .phism of S extending the original map t : At S “ At S. Note that 8.5 can
be written as
w H s t H , for H s 0I x k s G y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜
ŽŽ . Ž ..Since the elements of the form w 0I x k s G y , for x, y g L, are
join-generators of S G L, it follows that r s t . This concludes the proof˜
of Theorem 6.
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9. THE ONE-STEP LEMMA FOR THE RIGID EXTENSION
Notation. Let k be a cardinal. We denote by kU the least infinite
cardinal such that for every lattice K of cardinality k , there exists a lattice
L of cardinality kU that does not embed into K.
U q Ž qIt is clear that / F k F k , if k is infinite k denotes the successor0
. w x / 0cardinal of k . By Crawley and Dean 5 , there are 2 pairwise noniso-
morphic three-generated lattices; it follows that kU s / , for every infinite0
cardinal number k - 2/ 0 , in particular, /U s / . It is proved in Jonsson´0 0
w x20 that if k is a regular cardinal such that
mk s sup 2 m - k , 4
then kU s kq. Moreover, under the generalized continuum hypothesis,
kU s kq holds, for every uncountable cardinal number k .
In this section, we prove the following lemma:
Ž .LEMMA 9.1 The One-Step Lemma for the Rigid Extension . Let L be a
lattice and let a g Ls . Then there exist a lattice V with zero and an ideal I of
w . w .V such that I is isomorphic to J s a and by identifying I and a weL L
obtain the gluing W of L and V satisfying the following properties:
Ž . < < < <Ui V s L q / ;0
Ž .ii V is a congruence-preser¤ing extension of I; W is a congruence-pre-
ser¤ing extension of L;
Ž . Ž xiii for any ¤ g V y I, ¤ does not embed into L;W
Ž . Ž .iv a s H V y L in W;
Ž . Žv let b g V y I; then b cannot be reached from a see Definition
.5.1 .
< <UProof. By the definition of L , there exists a lattice N of cardinality
< <UL with no embedding into L. By Lemma 4.3, there exists a simple,
< < < <bounded, N-dense lattice S such that S s N q / . Since N embeds into0
every nontrivial interval of S, no nontrivial interval of S embeds in-
to L.
? @ Ž .Put T s M S see Section 3 . Then T is a bounded lattice of cardinal-3
< <Uity L q / . Furthermore, by Corollary 3.6, T is a simple lattice. Denote0
² : Žby p the unique atom, 1, 0, 0 , of T there are no other atoms since S is
.N-dense .
Define
V s T G J ,
and
I s p G J s p G x x g J . 4
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Ž .Since p is an atom of T , I is an ideal of V. By Lemma 4.2 i ,
f : x ‹ p G x
is an isomorphism from J onto I. By Theorem 5, since T is a simple
lattice, f is a congruence-preserving lattice embedding from J into V.
Ž .It is well known and trivial that a congruence Q of the glued latticeW
W can be described as a congruence Q of L and a congruence Q of VL V
with the property that the restriction of Q to J equals the restriction ofL
Q to I. It follows that W is a congruence-preserving extension of L.V
Ž . Ž .This verifies i and ii .
Ž .To prove iii , let y g V y I. By Lemma 2.11, y has a decomposition of
the form
y s E t G x t g T , x g J , i - n .Ž .i i i i
 4Since y f I, there is an i - n such that t f 0, p and x ) a; definei i
Ž x Ž xt s t . Then t embeds into y , ¤ia the map u ‹ u G x. So it suffices toi t V
Ž xprove that t does not embed into L. To accomplish this, we only have toT
Ž x ? @  4prove that N embeds into t . Since T s M S and t f 0, p , there areT 3
four cases to consider.
² : yCase 1. t s 1, s, s , for some s g S .
Ž xSince S is N-dense, there exists an embedding f : N ¤ s . Therefore,1 S
Ž x ² Ž .there exists an embedding from N into t , defined by z ‹ 1, f z ,T 1
Ž .:f z .1
² : yCase 2. t s 0, s, 0 , for some s g S .
Ž xAs in Case 1, there exists an embedding f : N ¤ s . Therefore, there1 S
Ž x ² Ž . :exists an embedding from N into t , defined by z ‹ 0, f z , 0 .T 1
² : yCase 3. t s 0, 0, s , for some s g S .
Similar to Case 2.
² : yCase 4. t s 0, s , s , for some s , s g S such that s n s s 0.0 1 0 1 0 1
² :Then t G 0, s , 0 , and the conclusion follows again by Case 2. This0
Ž .completes the proof of iii .
Ž .  4 Ž s. ² :Now we verify iv . Let x g J y a recall that a g L . Then 0, s, 0
G x g V y I, for all s g Sy. Since the meet of Sy in S equals zero, the
² : ymeet of all the elements of T G J of the form 0, s, 0 G x, for s g S ,
Ž .equals the zero of T G J. This proves iv .
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Ž . ŽFinally, v is trivial because if b s E b N i - n, where n ) 0 andi
a g b , for all i - n, then b g L y J, for all i - n, therefore, b g L, fori i i
all i - n, implying that b g L contrary to the assumption that b g V y I.
10. THE RIGID, CONGRUENCE-PRESERVING EXTENSION
Notation. For a cardinal number, k , we define the cardinal numbers
Ž . Ž .Uc k and Uc k as follows:1
Ž . Ž .  4i Uc k is the supremum of k N j - k , where1 Ž j .
k s k ;Ž0.
U
k s max k q / , k , for all j - k ;Ž . 4Ž jq1. Ž j . 0 Ž j .
k s sup k j - l , if l - k is a limit ordinal. 4Žl. Ž j .
Ž . Ž .  Žn. 4ii Uc k is the supremum of k N n - v , where
k Ž0. s k ;
k Žnq1. s Uc k Žn. , for all n g v .Ž .1
Lemma 9.1 is the first step in the construction of our next lemma.
LEMMA 10.1. Let L be a lattice. Then there exists a congruence-preser¤ing
extension LX of L satisfying the following properties:
Ž . Xi L is an ideal of L ;
Ž . U Ž x Xii for any x g L y L, x does not embed into L;L
Ž . Xiii e¤ery automorphism w of L fixes e¤ery element of L, that is
Ž .w x s x, for all x g L;
Ž . < X < Ž < <.iv L s Uc L .1
< <Proof. Let k s L and let j ‹ a be a surjective map from k ontoj
Ls . Inductively, we define lattices L and U , for j - k , as follows.j j
We start with L s L. Let us assume that we have constructed an0
Žextension L of L. By the one-step lemma for the rigid extension Lemmaj
. Ž . Ž .9.1 , there exists the lattice W satisfying conditions 9.1 i ]9.1 v that is thej
gluing of V with the lattice L over the ideal I of V and the dual idealj j j j
w .J s a of L . Define L s W . Then L is a lattice, L is an idealj j j jq1 j jq1 j
of L , and L is a congruence-preserving extension of L .jq1 jq1 j
If l - k is a limit ordinal, then define
L s D L j - l .Ž .l j
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X Ž . XDefine L s D L N j - k . It is obvious that L is an ideal of L andj
that LX is a congruence-preserving extension of L. If x g LX y l, let j - k
be the first ordinal such that x g L . So j s h q 1 for some ordinal h,j
Ž . Ž x Xand, by Lemma 9.1 iii , x does not embed into L , thus a fortiori, not inL h
< < < X <L. Furthermore, by construction, L s k , for all j - k , thus L sj Ž j .
Ž .Uc k .1
Ž . X Ž .Finally, we verify iii . So let w g Aut L . We first prove that w a s a ,j j
Ž x Xfor all j - k . For all x g L , x is a subset of L , thus it triviallyj L j
embeds into L . Conversely, let x g LX y L . Then there exists h G jj j
Ž . Ž xsuch that x g L y L . By iii of Lemma 9.1, x does not embedhq1 h Lhq1
Ž x Xinto L . Therefore, a fortioti, x does not embed into L . So we haveh L j
proved that
X
XxL s x g L x embeds into LŽ½ 5Lj j
w xholds, for all j - k . It follows that w L s L . This also holds for j q 1,j j
thus
w V y L s V y L .j j j j
Ž . Ž . XBy Lemma 9.1 iv , a s H V y L in L and also in L because Lj j j jq1 jq1
X Ž .is an ideal of L . Thus w a s a . This holds for all j - k , whence wj j
fixes all elements of Ls .
Ž .It remains to prove that w 1 s 1, if L has a unit, 1. We note that 1 is
the least element u of L such that x - u, for all x g Ls . Since L is an
ideal of LX, u is also the least element of LX such that x - u, for all
s s Ž .x g L . Since w fixes all elements of L , it follows that w 1 s 1.
Note that the lattice LX of Lemma 10.1 never does have a unit.
Now we can construct the rigid extension, finishing Step 1 of the proof
of the independence theorems as outlined in Section 1.5:
THEOREM 7. Let L be a lattice. Then there exists a congruence-preser¤ing
˜extension L of L satisfying the following properties:
˜Ž .i L is an ideal of L;
˜Ž .ii L is rigid;
˜Ž . Ž .iii L is steep see Definition 5.1 ;
˜Ž . < < Ž < <iv L s Uc L .
² Žn. : Ž0. Žnq1.Proof. Define a sequence L N n - v by L s L and L s
Žn. Žn. Žn. ˜Ž . Ž .L 9, where L 9 is obtained from L by Lemma 101. Put L s
Žn. ˜Ž .D L N n - v . It is obvious that L is a congruence-preserving extension
˜ ˜< < Ž < <.of L, that L is an ideal of L, and that L s Uc L .
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˜ ˜ Ž .To prove that L is rigid, let w g Aut L. By Lemma 10.1 ii ,
Žn. Žn.˜ xL s x g L x embeds into LŽ 4L˜
w Žn.x Žn.holds, for all n - v. Hence, w L s L . By applying this result at
Ž .n q 1 and by using Lemma 10.1 iii , we obtain that the restriction of w to
LŽn. is the identity map. This holds for all n, thus w is the identity map.
˜ ˜Finally, we prove that L is steep. So let x g L. There exists n - v such
Žn. Žn. Ž Žn..sthat x g L . Let j ‹ a be the surjective map from k onto L sj
LŽn. with respect to which the construction of LŽnq1. is performed, as in
Ž Žn..the proof of Lemma 10.1. Let L , V for j - k be the intermediatej j
stages of this construction. Then there exists j - k Žn. such that j s a . Byj
Ž .Lemma 9.1 v , no y in U y L can be reached from x.j j
11. A SIMPLE, AUTOMORPHISM-PRESERVING EXTENSION
Ž .In this short section, we accomplish the second and easy step, as
discussed in Section 1.5:
THEOREM 8. Let L be a lattice. Then L has an automorphism-preser¤ing
extension S such that the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .i S is simple;
Ž .ii S is bounded;
Ž .iii S is atomistic;
Ž .iv S has an atom u that is fixed under all automorphisms of S;
Ž . < < < <v if L is finite, then so is S; if L is infinite, then S s L .
Proof. We first adjoin a new unit element to L. Furthermore, if L does
not have a zero, then adjoin a zero to L. These two kinds of extensions
are, clearly, automorphism-preserving. So, we may assume, without loss of
generality, that L is nontrivial and bounded. Next, consider the finite
graph G of Fig. 7.
w xAs in Frucht 7, 8 , consider the atomistic lattice F of length 3 whose
atoms are the vertices of G, whose coatoms are the edges of G, and if p is
a vertex and e an edge, then p - e in F iff p g e in G. The lattice F is
shown in Fig. 7.
For every a ) 0, a g L, we take a copy F of the lattice F with zero 0a a
and unit 1 . We form the disjoint uniona
 4  4L s L j D F y 0 , 1 a g L y 0 ,Ž .a a a
and we identify 0 with 0 and 1 with a, for all a ) 0.a a
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FIG. 7. The graph G and the lattice F.
For x, y g L, we define x n y and x k y as follows:
Ž .i Let L and all the F ’s be sublattices of K.a
Ž .ii If x g F y L, y g F y L, a / b, then x n y s 0 and x k y sa b
a k b.
Ž .iii If x g F y L, y g L y F , thena a
x , if a F y ,
x n a s ½ 0, otherwise;
and x k y s a k y, and symmetrically.
It is an easy computation to show that L is a lattice containing L and all
the F , a g Ly, as sublattices.a
Finally, we adjoin an element u to L to obtain S; u is a common
 4complement to all the elements of L y 0, 1 .
w xThe rest of the proof proceeds exactly as in Gratzer and Schmidt 14 ;¨
the proof there does not utilize the finiteness assumption on L.
12. THE PROOF OF THE INDEPENDENCE THEOREMS
We can now prove the independence theorems. Let L and L beA C
lattices, let L have more than one element.C
By Theorem 7. L has a rigid, steep, congruence-preserving extension,C
< < Ž < <.R, such that r F Uc L . Furthermore, L is an ideal of R.C C
By Theorem 8, L has a simple, bounded, atomistic, automorphism-pre-A
serving extension, S, such that if L has a zero, then S has the same zero,A
< < < <and S F L q / .A 0
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Define
K s S G R .
By Theorem 6, K is an automorphism-preserving extension of S. Let p be
any atom of S.
To prove the Strong Independence Theorem for Lattices with Zero
Ž .Theorem 3 , let L and L be lattices with zero. Then S and R areA C
lattices with zero, so by Theorem 5, the map x ‹ p G x from R into K is
a congruence-preserving embedding. Thus the image of R is an ideal of K ;
since L is an ideal of I, we obtain that L is an ideal of K, provingC C
Theorem 3.
Ž .To Prove the Strong Independence Theorem for Lattices Theorem 4 ,
we no longer assume that L and L have zero. Consequently, R may notA C
have a zero. If R has no zero, then the map x ‹ 0I x from R into K is a
congruence-preserving embedding, completing the proof of Theorem 4.
In this case, the range of this map is, as a rule, not an ideal of K, but its
range is still ‘‘coinitial,’’ in the sense that every element of K contains an
element in the range.
< < Ž < <. < <Furthermore, note that K F Uc L q L . In particular, if L andC A A
Ž < <. Ž .L are countable, then Uc L s Uc / s / , thus K is countable.C C 0 0
13. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS
Problem 1. Can we make the Strong Independence Theorem for Lat-
tices with Zero stronger by requiring that both L and L be ideals of KA C
 4and L l L s 0 ?A C K
Problem 2. Is there a ‘‘Strong Independence Theorem for Bounded
Lattices?’’ In other words, if L and L are bounded lattices, can we findA C
a lattice K satisfying the conclusions of the Strong Independence Theorem
 4for Lattices with Zero and also satisfying that L l L s 0 , 1 ?A C K K
The independence theorem for modular lattices was proved for a finite
w xcongruence lattice and for a finite group in Gratzer and Schmidt 15, 16 .¨
Problem 3. Does the independence theorem hold for modular lattices?
Problem 4. Does the strong independence theorem hold for modular
lattices?
Note that the class of modular lattices is closed under direct limit and
gluing, but not under box product or lattice tensor product.
Problem 5. Let k be an infinite cardinal. Does the statement of the
strong independence theorem hold for lattices of cardinality at most k?
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To solve this problem, it would be sufficient to find, for a lattice L ofC
cardinality at most k , a spanning indecomposable, rigid extension of L ofC
cardinality at most k . The construction we use in Theorem 7 satisfies this
Ž .if Uc k s k , that is, for every lattice A of cardinality k , there exists a
lattice of cardinality k that does not embed into A. This is, for example,
the case for k - 2/ 0. We do not know the answer even for k s / .1
Ž .Define the ordered automorphism group of L, o-Aut L , as the automor-
phism group of L, partially ordered under the relation
a F b iff a x F b x , for all x g L.Ž . Ž .
Problem 6. Which ordered automorphism groups can be represented so
Ž .as o-Aut L , for some lattice L?
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